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In this paper we derive a differential-difference equation for a circuit in- 
volving a lossless transmission line and we give conditions for global asymptotic 
stability of an equilibrium point, existence and stability of forced oscillations. 
Some of such problems have been investigated for an equation obtained by 
R. K. Brayton [Quart. J. Appl. Math. 24 (1967), 289-301; 0. Lopes, SIAM J. 
Appl. Math., to appear; M. Slemrod, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 36 (1971), 22-401 
but, for ours (which governs the same physical problem), better results can be 
proved. By using suitable Liapunov functionals, we reduce the problem of 
stability and uniform ultimate boundedness to a scalar ordinary differential 
inequality. 
INTRODUCTION 
Neutral functional differential equations arise in mixed boundary value 
problems for some hyperbolic systems. For instance, calling v(t) the voltage 
at x = 1 in the lossless transmission line drawn below, Brayton [l] has 
proved that v(t) satisfies: 
where z and 4 will be specified, 1 4 1 < 1, and e(t) is related to E(t). 
Consider first the case e(t) = e = constant and let us assume the equation 
has an equilibrium point; making a change of variable, we can assume that 
the equilibrium point is zero, that is, we can assume e = 0 an g(0) = 0. 
Slemrod [7] has studied the stability of the zero solution, and he has obtained 
the following conditions for the global asymptotic stability(see Definition2.3): 
supglu/<I ‘--lql +infg/. inf glul 1 l-l!71 
u 2 l+l!ll u ’ u. >-Zl+l*l* 
The lower condition is in some sense necessary, but the upper condition 
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has no physical meaning. If e(t) is periodic, another question is to give 
conditions on g to guarantee uniform ultimate boundedness (see Definition 
2.3). Using a generalization of the Razumikhin-Liapunov techniques, we 
have proved [6] that in the case g(x) = x3, the equation above is UUB and 
then it has a periodic solution; however, the proof uses particular properties 
of that function, and so we could not find a general class of functions g for 
which the equation above is UUB. Moreover, even for that particular 
function, it has been almost impossible to analyze the stability of the periodic 
solution. 
In this paper, we derive a different state equation (for the same physical 
problem) and for the stability of the zero solution of this equation we do not 
need to assume the unphysical upper condition. As far as uniform ultimate 
boundedness is concerned, we could not get completely satisfactory results 
through the techniques we have developed in a previous paper, and for that 
reason we introduce here a new technique that consists in using Liapunov 
functionals for which we can obtain ordinary differential inequality, and 
uniform ultimate boundedness can be guaranteed under very reasonable 
assumptions. Sufficient conditions for the stability of the periodic solution 
are given. We also analyze those problems for a transmission line with more 
complicated termination leading us to a second order system of neutral 
equations. 
I. THE DIFFERENTIAL-DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
Consider the network in Scheme 1. 
i )fJJZZriT- I(t) 
x-o x=t 
SCHEME 1 
The differential equations for the current z(x, t) and the voltage w(x, t) are: 
Lai_-av. at - ax’ g?= ai -- at ax ’
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where L and G are the parameters of the line, and the boundary conditions 
are: 
B, : E(t) = ~(0, t) + Ri(0, t), at x = 0, 
B, : (2, t) = C,(d/dt) w(Z, t) + g(w(Z, t)) + l(t), at x = 1. 
The general solution of the partial differential equation is: 
zI(x, t> = d(x - at) + #(x + at), 
@, t) = (l/Z) $(x - at) - (l/-q $(x + at), (1.1) 
a = (LC)-'12, 2 = (Lpy. 
If we set x = 0 and we substitute i(0, t) and ~(0, t) in the boundary 
condition B, we obtain: 
or 
-w) = 4(-t) + VW) + (V)$q-4 - uw) J?w>, 
H-4 = [-q(Z + q Jqq + CR - -ql(R + -q VW). 
If we replace t by t - Z/u, we get 
$(Z - at) = b(t) - qa)(ut - I), (1.2) 
where a(t) = [Z/(2 + R)] E(t - Z/u) and 4 = (2 - R)/(Z + R). 
Let us define a new variable u by 
u(t) = #(I + 4 - P(O, (I-3) 
p(t) being a function of t which will be chosen. Putting r = 21/u, from the 
definition of t follows immediately that 
I&zt - 1) = u(t - I) +p(t + Y), (1.4) 
Using (I.l), (1.2) and (1.4) we can write: 
q, q = d(l - 4 + #(Z + at) = b(t) - q”(t - y) + qp(t - y) + u(t) +p(q 
= u(t) - qu(t - Y) + c(t); (1.5) 
i(Z, t) = $(Z - at) - + $(I + at) 
- w q 
z 7 u(t - Y) - $(t - Y) - + w - &a V-9 
=- $ u(t) - + u(t - Y) + s(t), 
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where e(t) = b(t) +-p(t) - qp(t - Y) and s(t) = [b(t)/21 - (q/Z)p(t - Y)- 
(P(W)* 
Assuming 1 q 1 < 1, that is, R # 0 # 2, we choose p(t) in such way that 
c(t) = 0. For instance, if b(t) is defined on (--CO, cc) and is bounded, a 
natural choice for p(t) is p(t) = - x.f, q%(t - m). Notice that p is periodic 
(almost periodic) whenever b(t) is. Then (1.5) becomes: 
v(Z, t) = u(t) - qu(t - Y). (I-7) 
If we set x = I in (1.1) and use (I.6), (1.7) and the boundary condition 
B, we finally get: 
C,(d/dt) Du, = -(l/Z) u(t) - (q/Z) u(t - Y) -g(&) 4- e(t) (1.8) 
with Du, = u(t) - qu(t - Y) and e(t) = s(t) -I(t). 
The study of Eq. (1.8) gives information to the original problem because 
if we replace t by t + ((x - Z)/u) in (1.3) and by t + ((I - x)/a) in (1.2) we 
see that 
#(x + at) = u(t + @ - O/4) + PP + ((x - w>>7 
4(x - at> = (Z/(2 + RN E(t - (44) - qP@) - n4t - W + 4/4h 
and so zl(x, t) and i(x, t) can be calculated by (1.1). 
The same ideas can be used to show that the circuit in Scheme 2 gives rise 
to the system: 
C,(d/dt) Du, = -(l/Z) u(t) - (q/Z) u(t - Y) - g(Du,) - i(t) + e(t) 
L,(dijdt) = -R+(t) + Du, , (1.9) 
i(t) being the current indicated in the picture and u(t) the same as in the 
first problem. 
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II. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF NEUTRAL TYPE 
Equations (1.8) and (1.9) are special cases of the so called functional 
differential equations of neutral type. Next, we are going to quote the facts 
about them which are basic to proceed our analysis. For details the reader 
is referred to [2 and 31. 
Let R” be a real n-dimensional vector space with norm 1 . /. For Y > 0, 
let C = C([-Y, 01, R”) be the space of continuous functions taking [-Y, 0] 
into Rn with 14 /, #E C, defined by I# j sup{1 4 / (0), --Y ,< 0 < O}. A 
functional differential equation of neutral type, or shortly, a neutral equation, 
is a system of the form: 
(44 Dx, = f(t, 4, (11.1) 
where xt E C is defined by ~~(0) = x(t + e), r < B < 0, 
are n x n matrices and f: R x C + Rn is a continuous function. A function 
x defined on [u - r, u + A), A > 0, is a solution of (11.1) with initial con- 
dition (a, 4) if x is continuous, x, = +, Dx, is differentiable on (u, cr + A) 
and the equation is satisfied there. General existence, continuous dependence 
and continuation theorems can be proved; we also assume uniqueness of 
solution, for which is sufficient that f be lipschitzian for xt in compact sets. 
If x(t, o, $) is the solution through (a, +), xt(u, 4) will denote the element of C 
defined by x~(u, $)(e) = x(t + 8, U, 9). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The operator D$ = $(O) + CL, Ai+ is stabZe if 
there is an E > 0 such that the solutions of the characteristic equation 
det I + f e-%& = 0 satisfy Reh< --E. 
i=l 
It is an easy matter to verify that the operator associated with equations 
(1.8) and (1.9) are stable if / 4 1 < 1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Assuming f (t, 0) = 0 f or any t, we say the zero solution 
of (11.1) is: 
(i) globally uniformly asymptotically stable (GUAS) if for any E > 0 
and R > 0 there are S(E) > 0 and T(R, c) such that 14 1 < 6(c) implies 
[ xt(u, 4)/ < E, t > u, and 1 $J j < R implies I xt(u, 4 I < E fort > u + T(R, c); 
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(ii) globally uniformly stable if for any R > 0 there is a number a(R) 
such that I$ ] < R implies 1 ~~(a, $)I < a(R), and a(R) + 0 as R+ 0. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Equation (11.1) is uniform ultimately bounded (UUB) 
if there are a constant R, and functions a(R), T(R) such that for any 4 
satisfying I$ 1 < R, we have 1 ~,(a, $)I < LX(R) for t > u and xt(u, +)I < 
R, , t 3 u + T(R). 
THEOREM 2.5. [5] If the equation (11.1) is UUB, f maps sets of the form 
R x (bounded sets) in bounded sets and f is w-periodic in the t variable, that is, 
f(t + w, $1 = f(t, $4 for any t and +, w > 0, then there is an w-periodic 
solution. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A solution p(t), --co < t < co, of (11.1) is GUAS if 
the zero solution of (d/dt) Dy, = f (t, yt + pt) -f (t, pt) is GUAS. 
DEFINITION 2.7. We say a set TC C is invariant with respect to an 
autonomous equation 
(44 Dxt = f (4 (11.8) 
if for any I$ in r there is a solution x(t) defined on (-co, +co) such that 
x0 = C#J and xt E r for any t. 
DEFINITION 2.9. If V: C-t R is a continuous function, its derivative 
along the solutions of (11.8) is 
THEOREM 2.10. [4] Suppose D is stable and there are continuous monotonic 
nondecreasing functions u, v: [0, W) -+ R and V: C -+ R continuous such that 
u(s) + ~0 as s + ~0, u(s), v(s) > 0 for s > 0, u(l D$ I) < V(4) < 4 4 I), 
and r’(4) < 0 for any + in C. Then the zero solution of (11.8) is GUS. In 
addition, if the largest invariant set I’contained in the set E = {$ E C: r(4) = 0} 
reduces to zero, then any solution tends to zero as t + $00. 
III. STABILITY AND UNIFORM ULTIMATE BOUNDEDNESS 
In order to study the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (1.8) let us take the 
Liapunov functional 
V(4) = -$ (D$)2 + /3 j” e”“+“(e) do, fj,!a 
-r z * 
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Using the change of variable t + 0 = s we get: 
V(u,) = Jg (DQ + pe+ r^,;, f?%2(s) ds. (111.1) 
With this equality, the derivative of V along the solution of (1.8) can be 
readily calculated: 
v(uJ = Du, (- t u(t) - s u(t - r) - g(Du,) + e(t)) 
s 
t 
- apecat easu2(S) ds + /3eUt(emtu2(t) - ea(t--Th2(t - r)). 
t-r 
From (111.1) we see that 
B-at 1‘,1 emsu2(s) ds = V(u,) - 2 (Du,)‘, 
and so 
V(q) = -aV(u,) + (G/2) (DuJ2 + W-(W) u(t) 
-(q/Z) u(t - r)) - %r(W + 44 Dut 
+ /3u2(t) - /3e-017 u2(t - r). 
Assuming there is a number H such that 
inf g(x) 1 I-lql 
lxl>H x =“>-I2 1 +IqI’ 
(111.2) 
let y be a number satisfying m > y > -(l/Z) (1 - I q I)/(1 -I- 1 q 1). We 
can write: 
-Du,g(Du,) = -(Dut) 2 gP4 7 = 
t 
-(DzQ)~ (9 - y) - Y(Dut)2, 
and so 
@t) = - aV(ut) - (Dut)2 ([g(Du,)/Dutl - Y) 
+ e(t) Du, - SW2 + (aG/2) (Dud2 
-j- &(-(1/Z) u(t) - (q/Z) u(t - Y)) + )9u‘yt) - /3c-%v - r). 
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Calling u(t) = X, u(t - r) = y, the expression: 
Q(x, Y) = --Y(W2 +(~G/w~,)2 + Dut(-( WW - !P(t - r>> 
+ puyt> - /3e? uyt - r) = --y(x - qy)2 + (c&,/2)(X--qy)2 
+ (x - PY)(-U/+ - (dZ>Y> + Px” - P-9” (111.3) 
is a quadratic form in x and y. We claim that for CL = 0 it is negative definite. 
In fact, in such case, recalling that /I = j 4 i/Z, we have: 
Qo(x, y) = (1 /Z)[( -yz - 1 + I Q 1)X” + 2Y.&Y -I- (-I 4 I + P2 - Y-Gz2) Y”l. 
From yZ > -(I - j 4 I)/( 1+ 1 q I) 3 -1 + I q I we get --yZ - 1 + 
1 q 1 < 0; moreover, y2Z2q2 - (--Y~--++Il)(-lIl-~~q2+q2) = 
1 q I (1 - I q 1)” [-yZ - (1 - I q I)/(1 + I q I)] -C 0 (if q = 0 the equation, 
reduces to an ordinary differential equation), and Q,, is negative definite. 
By continuity, we can choose 01 > 0 such that Q is negative and then 
Qt) < -TV - (W2 WWl~~tl - Y) + e(t) Dut. (111.4) 
THEOREM 3.5. If ) q) < 1, g(0) = and infg(x)/x > -(l/Z)(l - I q I)/ 
(1 + I q I) (that is, (111.2) holds for H = 0), then the zero solution of 
C,(d/dt) Du, = -(l/Z) u(t) - (q/Z) u(t - r) -g(Du,) 
is exponentially GUAS. 
Proof. Since g(Du,)/Du, > y, putting e(t) = 0 in (111.4) we get v(uJ < 
-aV(u,) and V(u,) < e-EtV(u,) (because V(u,) > 0). Using the inequalities: 
(C,/~)(DU,)~ < I+,) -G K2 I ut Ia, K2 = (G/2)(1 + 1 4 1)” + fir (111.5) 
which follow from the definition of V, we get: 
1 Du, I < (2/Cl)1/2 Ke-<* I u,, I, E = 42. (111.6) 
An easy calculation shows that if DUE = u(t) - qu(t - r) = Z(t) we have 
u(t) = qn+luo(t - (n + 1)Y) 
+ qnz(t - m) + .*a + Z(t), nr < t < (n + l)r, (111.7) 
and so, from (111.6) 
I u(t)1 < I Q P+l I u. I +Le-ct l u. I l qecr IA +L-et j u. I j qe” in-l +Le-Et I u. 1, 
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with L = (2/C,)1/z K. Choosing E in such way that 1 Q / err < 1, we can write: 
I WI < I 4 ln+l I u. I + P-W - q41 I u. I 
< I 4 It’7 Iu. I + [Le+/( 1 - qecr)] I u. I, 
and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. If I q / < 1, e(t) is bounded on (-CO, CO) and there is a 
number H such that (111.2) hoZds, then Eq. (1.8) is UUB. In particular, if e(t) 
is w-periodic, there is an w-periodic solution. 
Proof. Let us analyze again the inequality (111.4). If I Du, I >, H, the 
term -(DQ ([g(Du,)/Du,] - 7) = -Du,g(Du,) + y(Dz@ is negative, 
and for Du, in the interval [-H, H] that expression is bounded above; 
this means we can find a ConstantNsatisfying -(Du# ([g(Du,)/Du,]--y) <N 
for any Du, . Putting E = (2/Cl)1/z sup I e(t)i, --oo < t < CO and observing 
that I Du, I < (2/C,)1/2 [V(U,)]~/~, from (111.4) we get: 
I&) < -cd+,) + N + E [V(z#/‘. 
For V > R, where R is a large constant, [N + E (Y)llz]/Y < a/2; so, 
I’ 3 R implies v(uJ < --olV(l - (N + E[V]1/2/aV) < -(a/2) V = -<V, 
and then 
V(u,) < e-r(t-o)V(u,) + R, (111.9) 
because V(u,) < e-f(t-o)V(U,) as long as V(u,) > R and once V(u,J < R, 
we have V(u,) < R for t > t, . 
From (111.9), j Du, 1 < (2/C,)1/2 [V(UJ]‘~~, and V(u,,) < K2 / u. I2 we see 
that 
I Du, I < ($y2 e-8(t-u)[V(u,)]1~z + (&)“’ R1i2 < Kle-*(t-u) I u, I + R, , 
where K1 = K(2/C,)1~2, R, = (2/Cl)1/2 R1i2, S = ~12 = a/4. If 01 is chosen to 
make j q / esr < 1, from (111.7) we conclude: 
I u(t)1 < I q In+l I u, I + Ge-G(t-u) I u, I I qesr In + I q In 4 + a*. 
+ Kle-s(t-u) 1 u, 1 + Rl < 1 q It” j U, 1 
+ [Kle-“(t-u’l(l - I q I 41 I u, I + &/(l - I 4 I), 
which proves uniform ultimate boundedness. The last assertion follows from 
Theorem 2.5. Q.E.D. 
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In order to analyze the stability of a periodic solution p(t) of (1.8) defining 
v(t) = u(t) -P(f), we see that v satisfies 
C,(d/dt) Dv, = -(l/Z) v(t) - (q/Z) v(t - r) - h(t, Dv,), 
with h(t, X) = g(~ + Dpt) - g(Dp,). If 
infg(‘) - g(Y) > _ ~ l - I 4 I 
X-Y z 1 flql * 
(111.10) 
We see that 




and the exponential stability follows from an argument similar to the one 
used to prove Theorem 3.5 and so we can state: 
THEOREM 3.11. If (III. IO) holds, then for any w-periodic continuous 
function e(t), Eq. (1.8) h as an w-periodic solution which is exponentially GUAS. 
The asymptotic properties of Eq. (1.9) can be studied through the Liapunov 
functional: * 
V(q5,j) = % (D$)2 + 2 j2 + !$ /:r e’4#2(8) de. 
In order to compute I’, we first make the following calculation: 
V(u, , i(t)) = $ (Du,)~ + 2 i”(t) + g /yr eW8u2(t + 0) d0 
= $L (D42 + $j i”(t) + v 1” em8u2(s) ds. 
t-r 
Then 
r(ut , i(t)) = (Du,) (- t u(t) - 5 u(t - r) - g(Du,) - i(t) + e(t)) 
+ i(t) (--R+(t) + Du,) + 9 ePt(emtu2(t) - eott+)u2(t - r)) 
IQL t - aYe ut 
s 
easu2(s) ds = -c~F’(z+ , i(t)) 
t-r 
+ 9 (DuJ2 + (+ - RI) i”(t) 
+ Dut (- + u(t) - -!& u(t - y)) - (Wg(W + (W e(t) 
+ 141 U2(t) - !I.! e-aTug(t _ r). 
z Z 
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Choosing 0 < c1 < 2R,/L, and y < -(l/2)(1 - I q I)/(1 + I q I), we get: 
Gt , i(t)) 
< -cqu, ) i(t)) - (DuJ2 (Jg- - Y) 
+ e(t) Dut - y(W2 + 9 (Du,)~ 
+ Du, [ - + u(t) - $ u(t - I)] + !$ u2(t) - g u2(t - r). 
The expression 
Q = +DuJ2 + + (Dut)2 + Du, [- ; u(t) - + u(t - r)] 
+ 141 U2(q- 14 Jr $(t - y) 
z 2 
is the same appearing in (111.3), and so there is 01 > 0 that makes Q < 0 
and P satisfies: 
I& , i(t)) < -d-(u, ) i(t)) - (Du,)~ (e - ) Y + e(t) Dut . 
Since / Du, 1 < (2/Cl)1~2 [V(u, , i(t))] 1/2, from this point on our analysis 
is similar to the one we have done following the inequality (111.4), and, 
observing that / i(t)] < (2/L1)‘j2 [V(u, , ~(t))]l’~, we can state: 
THEOREM 3.12. Assume RI > 0. 
(i) If g(0) = 0 ~2nd inf g(x)/x > ---1/z (1 - I P I)/(1 + (P I), 03 < 
x < co, then the zero solution of (1.9) is exponentially GUAS; 
(ii) if there is an H such that inf g(x)/x > -(l/2)(1 - I 4 I)/(1 + j q I), 
1 x I > H, then Eq. (1.9) with e(t) bounded is UUB; in particular, if e(t) is 
w-periodic, there is an w-periodic solution; 
(iii) if infg(“> - g(Y) > _ r ’ - I q I 
X-Y 2 l+lql’ 
--co <x,y < 03, 
then for any e(t) w-periodic, there is an w-periodic solution which is exponentially 
GUAS. 
In the case R, = 0, we are not able to prove the assertions above, but we 
can prove the following: 
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THEOREM 3.13. If g(0) = 0 and &4/x > -P/-W - 14 Ml + ICI I) 
for x # 0, then the zero solution of the system 
Cl $ Du, = - + u(t) - -$ u(t - r) - g(Du,) - i(t), 
L di=Du 
’ dt t9 
is GUS and any solution tends to zero. 
Proof. Taking 
we get: 
v($,i) = 04 (- +9(O) - -$(-r) -g(D+)) + !$42(0) - $!$j2(-r). 
For D$ = 0, we have 4(O) = 44(--r) and 
V(+, i) = 141 (q2 - 1) I#~(---?) < 0. 
z 
(111.14) 
For 04 # 0, we can write 
-D+g(D$) = -(D+)2 ‘q < -& ; ; / ; / (D$)2 
and then 
v(+, i) < 1 ’ - I ’ I z 1 + , 4 , (WI2 + 04 (- ; 4(O) - +4(-y)) 
Substituting D+ by 4(O) - a$(--~), a short computation shows that the 
quadratic form we get is negative definite, and since either 4(O) or $(--I) is 
different from zero (because DC # 0), we conclude Dc$ # 0 implies 
q+, i) < 0. (111.14) 
From (111.13) and (111.14) it follows that r(+, i) < 0. Moreover, if (ut, i(t)) 
is a solution defined on (--co, co) such that v(ut , i(t)) = 0 for any t, from 
(111.13) we see that x(t - r) = 0 for any t, that is, x(t) = 0. Looking at the 
first equation of the system, we get i(t) E 0, and the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 2.10. Q.E.D. 
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